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Adaptive Frequency Prediction

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This patent application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/094,876 filed

on September 6, 2008, entitled "Adaptive Frequency Prediction," which application is hereby

incorporated by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention is generally in the field of speech/audio transform coding, and more

particularly related to adaptive frequency prediction.

BACKGROUND

Transform coding in frequency domain has been widely used in various ITU-T MPEG , and

3 GPP standards. If the bit rate is high enough, spectral subbands are often coded with some kinds

of vector quantization (VQ) approach; if bit rate is very low, a concept of Bandwidth Extension

(BWE) can also be used. The VQ approach gives good quality at the cost of high bit rate, while the

BWE approach requires a very low bit rate but the quality may not be adequately stable.

Similar concepts as BWE are High Band Extension (HBE), SubBand Replica, Spectral Band

Replication (SBR) and High Frequency Reconstruction (HFR). Two examples of prior art BWE

include Time Domain Bandwidth Extension (TDBWE), which is used in ITU-T G.729, and SBR,

which is employed by the MPEG-4 audio coding standard. TDBWE works with FFT transformation

and SBR usually operates in MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transform) domain.

General Description of ITU G.729.1

ITU G.729. 1 is also called G.729EV coder which is an 8-32 kbit/s scalable wideband (50-

7000 Hz) extension of ITU-T Rec. G.729. By default, the encoder input and decoder output are

sampled at 16,000 Hz. The bitstream produced by the encoder is scalable and has 12 embedded

layers, which will be referred to as Layers 1 to 12. Layer 1 is the core layer corresponding to a bit

rate of 8 kbit/s. This layer is compliant with the G.729 bitstream, which makes G.729EV

interoperable with G.729. Layer 2 is a narrowband enhancement layer adding 4 kbit/s, while Layers

3 to 12 are wideband enhancement layers adding 20 kbit/s with steps of 2 kbit/s.



This coder is designed to operate with a digital signal sampled at 16,000 Hz followed by

conversion to 16-bit linear PCM for the input to the encoder. However, the 8,000 Hz input sampling

frequency is also supported. Similarly, the format of the decoder output is 16-bit linear PCM with a

sampling frequency of 8,000 or 16,000 Hz. Other input/output characteristics are generally

converted to 16-bit linear PCM with 8,000 or 16,000 Hz sampling before encoding, or from 16-bit

linear PCM to the appropriate format after decoding.

The G.729EV coder is built upon a three-stage structure: embedded Code-Excited Linear-

Prediction (CELP) coding, Time-Domain Bandwidth Extension (TDBWE) and predictive transform

coding that will be referred to as Time-Domain Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC). The embedded

CELP stage generates Layers 1 and 2 which yield a narrowband synthesis (50-4,000 Hz) at 8 and 12

kbit/s. The TDBWE stage generates Layer 3 and allows producing a wideband output (50-7000 Hz)

at 14 kbit/s. The TDAC stage operates in the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) domain

and generates Layers 4 to 12 to improve quality from 14 to 32 kbit/s. TDAC coding represents

jointly the weighted CELP coding error signal in the 50-4000 Hz band and the input signal in the

4000-7000 Hz band.

The G.729EV coder operates on 20 ms frames. However, the embedded CELP coding stage

operates on 10 ms frames, like G.729. As a result two 10 ms CELP frames are processed per 20 ms

frame. The 20 ms frames used by G.729EV are referred to as superframes, whereas the 10 ms

frames and the 5 ms subframes involved in the CELP processing are referred to asframes and

subframes.

G729.1 Encoder

A functional diagram of the encoder part is presented in FIG. 1. The encoder operates on 20

ms input superframes. By default, the input signal 101, s
WB

{n) , is sampled at 16,000 Hz., therefore,

the input superframes are 320 samples long. Input signal s
WB

(n) is first split into two sub-bands

using a QMF filter bank defined by the filters H1(Z) and H2(z). Lower-band input signal 102,

s
LB

f (n ) >obtained after decimation is pre-processed by a high-pass filter H h (z) with 50 Hz cut-off

frequency. The resulting signal 103, s
LB

{n) , is coded by the 8-12 kbit/s narrowband embedded

CELP encoder. To be consistent with ITU-T Rec. G.729, the signal SLB (Π) is also denoted as s(n) .

The difference 104, diB(n) , between s(n) and the local synthesis 105, s
enh

(n) , of the CELP encoder



at 12 kbit/s is processed by the perceptual weighting filter WLB (z) . The parameters of WLB (z) are

derived from the quantized LP coefficients of the CELP encoder. Furthermore, filter WLB (z)

includes a gain compensation that guarantees spectral continuity between the output 106, d B (n) ,

of WLB (z) and the higher-band input signal 107, sHB (n) .

The weighted difference d B (n) is then transformed into frequency domain by MDCT. The

higher-band input signal 108, , obtained after decimation and spectral folding by (-1)" is

pre-processed by a low-pass filter H h2 {z) with 3000 Hz cut-off frequency. The resulting signal

sHB (n) is coded by the TDBWE encoder. The signal sHB (ή) is also transformed into frequency

domain by MDCT. The two sets of MDCT coefficients 109, DL
w
B (k) , and l l θ, S HB (k) , are finally

coded by the TDAC encoder. In addition, some parameters are transmitted by the frame erasure

concealment (FEC) encoder in order to introduce parameter-level redundancy in the bitstream. This

redundancy allows improving quality in the presence of erased superframes.

TDBWE encoder

A TDBWE encoder is illustrated in FIG 2 . The TDBWE encoder extracts a fairly coarse

parametric description from the pre-processed and down-sampled higher-band signal 201, sHB (n) .

This parametric description comprises time envelope 202 nάfrequency envelope 203 parameters.

20 ms input speech superframe sHB (n) (8 kHz sampling frequency) is subdivided into 16 segments

of length 1.25 ms each, i.e., each segment comprises 10 samples. The 16 time envelope parameters

102, Tenv(i) , i= 0,...,15, are computed as logarithmic subframe energies before the quantization. For

the computation of the 12 frequency envelope parameters 203, v(j) , =0,...,ll, the signal

201, sHB {n) , is windowed by a slightly asymmetric analysis window . This window is 128 tap long

(16 ms) and is constructed from the rising slope of a 144-tap Hanning window, followed by the

falling slope of a 112-tap Hanning window. The maximum of the window is centered on the second

10 ms frame of the current superframe. The window is constructed such that the frequency envelope

computation has a lookahead of 16 samples (2 ms) and a lookback of 32 samples (4 ms). The

windowed signal is transformed by FFT. The even bins of the full length 128-tap FFT are

computed using a polyphase structure. Finally, the frequency envelope parameter set is calculated

as logarithmic weighted sub-band energies for 12 evenly spaced and equally wide overlapping sub-

bands in the FFT domain.



G729.1 Decoder

A functional diagram of the G729.1 decoder is presented in FIG 3. The specific case of

frame erasure concealment is not considered in this figure. The decoding depends on the actual

number of received layers or equivalently on the received bit rate.

If the received bit rate is:

8 kbit/s (Layer 1): The core layer is decoded by the embedded CELP decoder to obtain 301,

s
LB

{n) - s{n) . Then, s n) is postfiltered into 302, s ' (n) , and post-processed by a high-

pass filter (HPF) into 303, sL
q (n) = s h {n) . The QMF synthesis filterbank defined by the

filters 1(Z) and G1(z) generates the output with a high-frequency synthesis 304, s (n) ,

set to zero.

12 kbit/s (Layers 1 and 2): The core layer and narrowband enhancement layer are decoded

by the embedded CELP decoder to obtain 301, s
LB

(ή) = s
enh

(«) , and s
LB

(«) is then

postfiltered into 302, sL
p
B ' (n) and high-pass filtered to obtain 303, sL

qf (n) = s h (n) . The

QMF synthesis filterbank generates the output with a high-frequency synthesis 304,

sH
q (») set to zero.

14 kbit/s (Layers 1 to 3): In addition to the narrowband CELP decoding and lower-band

adaptive postfiltering, the TDBWE decoder produces a high-frequency synthesis 305,

HB
(n )which is then transformed into frequency domain by MDCT so as to zero the

frequency band above 3000 Hz in the higher-band spectrum 306, S B (k) . The resulting

spectrum 307, S
HB

(k) is transformed in time domain by inverse MDCT and overlap-add

before spectral folding by (-1)" . In the QMF synthesis filterbank the reconstructed higher

band signal 304, s q
B {ri) is combined with the respective lower band signal 302,

reconstructed at 12 kbit/s without high-passfiltering.

Above 14 kbit/s (Layers 1 to 4+): In addition to the narrowband CELP and TDBWE

decoding, the TDAC decoder reconstructs MDCT coefficients 308, OLB (k) and 307,

S
HB

(k) , which correspond to the reconstructed weighted difference in lower band (0-4000

Hz) and the reconstructed signal in higher band (4000-7000 Hz). Note that in the higher



band, the non-received sub-bands and the sub-bands with zero bit allocation in TDAC

decoding are replaced by the level-adjusted sub-bands of S B (k) . Both D B(k) and

S
HB

(k) are transformed into time domain by inverse MDCT and overlap-add. The lower-

band signal 309, d 3 (n) is then processed by the inverse perceptual weighting filter

W
LB

(z) 1. To attenuate transform coding artefacts, pre/post-echoes are detected and reduced

in both the lower- and higher-band signals 310, d
LB

(«) and 311, s
HB

(n) . The lower-band

synthesis s
LB

(«) is postfiltered, while the higher-band synthesis 312, s (rϊ) , is spectrally

folded by (-1)" . The signals sL
q («) = s st (n) and s] f (n) are then combined and

upsampled in the QMF synthesis filterbank

TDBWE decoder

FIG 4 illustrates the concept of the TDBWE decoder module. The TDBWE received

parameters, which are computed by parameter extraction procedure, are used to shape an artificially

generated excitation signal 402, se
B (n) , according to desired time and frequency envelopes 408,

T
env

(i) , and 409, F
env

(j) . This is followed by a time-domain post-processing procedure.

The TDBWE excitation signal 401, exc(n) , is generated by 5 m s subframe based on

parameters which are transmitted in Layers 1 and 2 of the bitstream. Specifically, the following

parameters are used: the integer pitch lag T0 =UIt ( T1) or int(r 2) depending on the subframe, the

fractional pitch lag frac , the energy Ec of the fixed codebook contributions, and the energy Ep of

the adaptive codebook contribution. Ec is mathematically expressed as

39 39

= {g c .c(n) +g
enh

-c'(n)f Ep i E =£(g p v(n)f .
κ=0 κ=0

The parameters of the excitation generation are computed every 5 m s subframe. The

excitation signal generation consists of the following steps:

• estimation of two gains gv and g
uv

for the voiced and unvoiced contributions to the

final excitation signal exc(n) ;

• pitch lag post-processing;

• generation of the voiced contribution;



• generation of the unvoiced contribution; and

low-pass filtering.

In G.729.1, TDBWE is used to code the wideband signal from 4kHz to 7kHz. The narrow

band (NB) signal from 0 to 4kHz is coded with G729 CELP coder where the excitation consists of

adaptive codebook contribution and fixed codebook contribution. The adaptive codebook

contribution comes from the voiced speech periodicity; the fixed codebook contributes to

unpredictable portion. The ratio of the energies of the adaptive and fixed codebook excitations

(including enhancement codebook) is computed for each subframe:

ξ = - (1)

In order to reduce this ratio ζ in case of unvoiced sounds, a "Wiener filter" characteristic is

applied:

ξ
P t

=ξ - ξ (2)

This leads to more consistent unvoiced sounds. The gains for the voiced and unvoiced

contributions of exc(n) are determined using the following procedure. An intermediate voiced gain

g\ is calculated by:

\

which is slightly smoothed to obtain the final voiced gain g :

where g \
old

is the value of g\ of the preceding subframe.

To satisfy the constraint g 2 +gu
2
v - 1, the unvoiced gain is given by:

The generation of a consistent pitch structure within the excitation signal exc(n) requires a

good estimate of the fundamental pitch lag t0 of the speech production process. Within Layer 1 of

the bitstream, the integer and fractional pitch lag values T0 and frac are available for the four 5 ms



subframes of the current superframe. For each subframe the estimation of t0 is based on these

parameters.

The voiced components 406, sexcv (n) , of the TDBWE excitation signal are represented as

shaped and weighted glottal pulses. Thus sexcw (n) is produced by overlap-add of single pulse

contributions. The prototype pulse shapes P1(ή) with z—0, . . .,5 and «=0, ... ,56 are taken from a

lookup table, which is plotted in FIG 5. These pulse shapes are designed such that a certain spectral

shaping, i.e., a smooth increase of the attenuation of the voiced excitation components towards

higher frequencies, is incorporated and the full sub-sample resolution of the pitch lag information is

utilized. Further, the crest factor of the excitation signal is strongly reduced and an improved

subjective quality is obtained.

The unvoiced contribution 407, s
exc uv

(«) , is produced using the scaled output of a white

noise generator:

s
exc,uv

(n = S
uv

random(n), n - 0, ... ,39 (6)

Having the voiced and unvoiced contributions se c (n) and sexcm (n) , the final excitation

signal 402, s (n) , is obtained by low-pass filtering of βxc(n) - s
e c v

(n) +
exc uv

in) .

The low-pass filter has a cut-off frequency of 3,000 Hz and its implementation is identical

with the pre-processing low-pass filter for the high band signal.

The shaping of the time envelope of the excitation signal se (n) utilizes the decoded time

envelope parameters f
env

(i) with i = 0,. ..,15 to obtain a signal 403, sH
T
B(n) , with a time envelope

which is nearly identical to the time envelope of the encoder side HB signal s
HB

(n) . This is achieved

by a simple scalar multiplication of a gain function gτ(n) with the excitation signal S B (n) . In order

to determine the gain function gi(n), the excitation signal s (n) is segmented and analyzed in the

same manner as described for the parameter extraction in the encoder. The obtained analysis results

from s B
c{n) are, again, time envelope parameters f

env
(i) with z=0,...,15. They describe the

observed time envelope of s B
c(n) . Then, a preliminary gain factor is calculated by comparing

f
mv

(i) with f
env

(i) . For each signal segment with index /=0,. . .,15 , these gain factors are interpolated



using a "flat-top" Hanning window. This interpolation procedure finally yields the desired gain

function.

The decoded frequency envelope parameters F
env

(j) withy-0,. ..,1 1 are representative for the

second 10 ms frame within the 20 ms superframe. The first 10 ms frame is covered by parameter

interpolation between the current parameter set and the parameter set from the preceding

superframe. The superframe of 403, sH
T
B(n) , is analyzed twice per superframe. This is done for the

first (/=1) and for the second (1=2) 10 ms frame within the current superframe and yields two

observed frequency envelope parameter sets F
envl

(j) withj-0,. ..,11 and frame index 1=1, 2 . A

correction gain factor per sub-band is then determined for the first and for the second frame by

comparing the decoded frequency envelope parameters F
env

<j) with the observed frequency envelope

parameter sets F
em

) . These gains control the channels of a filterbank equalizer. The fϊ lterbank

equalizer is designed such that its individual channels match the sub-band division and is defined by

its filter impulse responses and a complementary high-pass contribution.

The signal 404, sm
F {ri) , is obtained by shaping both the desired time and frequency

envelopes on the excitation signal se
B (n) (generated from parameters estimated in lower-band by

the CELP decoder). There is in general no coupling between this excitation and the related envelope

shapes f
mv

(ι) and F
env

(j) . As a result, some clicks may be present in the signal sH
F
B (n) . To attenuate

these artifacts, an adaptive amplitude compression is applied to s B(n) . Each sample of s B (n) of

the z-th 1.25 ms segment is compared to the decoded time envelope f ej ι) , and the amplitude of

H
F
B (n) is compressed in order to attenuate large deviations from this envelope. The signal after this

post-processing is named as 405, s B
e(ή) .

The SBR principle

When analyzing the capabilities of today's leading waveform audio codecs it becomes clear

that for high compression ratios of for example 20:1 and above, the resulting audio quality is not

satisfactory. In this compression range, the psychoacoustic demands to stay below the so-called

masking threshold curve in the frequency domain, can not be fulfilled due to bit-starvation. As a

result the quantization noise introduced during the en coding process will become audible and

annoying to the listener. One way to cope with this problem is to limit the audio bandwidth, such



that fewer spectral lines have to be encoded. This basic trade-off is used for most waveform audio

codecs. As an example, the typical bandwidth of the latest MPEG waveform codec, AAC at a bit

rate of 24 kbps, mono is limited to around 7 kHz, resulting in a reasonable clean, but dull

impression.

The basic idea behind SBR is the observation that usually a strong correlation between the

characteristics of the high frequency range of a signal (further referred to as 'highband') and the

characteristics of the low frequency range (further referred to as 'lowband') of the same signal is

present. Thus, a good approximation for the representation of the original input signal highband can

be achieved by a transposition from the lowband to the highband (see FIG. 6 (a) ) . In addition to the

transposition, the reconstruction of the highband incorporates shaping of the spectral envelope as

outlined in FIG.6 (b). This process is controlled by transmission of the highband spectral envelope

of the original input signal. Further guidance information sent from the encoder controls other

synthesis means, such as inverse filtering, noise and sine addition, in order to cope with program

material where transposition alone is insufficient. The guidance information is further referred to as

SBR data. SBR data is generally coded as efficiently as possible to achieve a low overhead data

rate.

The SBR process can be combined with any conventional waveform audio codec by pre

processing at the encoder side, and post-processing at the decoder side. The SBR encodes the high

frequency portion of an audio signal at very low cost, whereas the conventional audio codec is still

used to code the lower frequency portion of the signal. Relaxing the conventional codec by limiting

its audio bandwidth while maintaining the full output audio bandwidth can, therefore, be realized.

At the encoder side, the original input signal is analyzed, the highband' s spectral envelope and its

characteristics in relation to the lowband are encoded and the resulting SBR data is multiplexed with

the core codec bitstream. At the decoder side, the SBR data is first de-multiplexed. The decoding

process is organized in two stages: Firstly, the core decoder generates the low band. Secondly, the

SBR decoder operates as a postprocessor, using the decoded SBR data to guide the spectral band

replication process. A full bandwidth output signal is obtained. Non-SBR enhanced decoders can

still decode the backward compatible part of the bit stream, resulting in only a band- limited output

signal.

Whereas the basic approach seems to be simple, making it work reasonably well is not. It is

a non-trivial task to code the SBR data in a way that that achieves good spectral resolution, allows



sufficient time resolution on transients to avoid pre-echoes, and has a low overhead data rate that

achieves a significant coding gain, and takes care of cases with low correlation between lowband

and highband characteristics to avoid an artificial sound caused by using transposition and envelope

adjustment alone.

SBR combined with traditional audio codecs

As mentioned above, SBR can be combined with any waveform codec. When combining

AAC with SBR, the resulting codec is named aacPlus and has recently been standardized within

MPEG-4 (1). Another example is mp3PRO, where SBR has been added to MPEG- 1/2 Layer-3

(mp3) (3).

SBR combined with speech codecs

Parametric codecs such as HVXC (Harmonic Vector eXitation Coding) or CELP generally

reach a point where addition of more bits within the existing coding scheme does not lead to any

significant increase in subjective audio quality. However, the SBR method has turned out to be

useful also together with speech codecs. Today's listeners are used to the full audio bandwidths of

CDs. Although the sound quality obtained from SBR-enhanced speech codecs is far from

transparent, an increase in bandwidth from the 4 kHz or less typically offered by speech codecs to

10 kHz or more is generally appreciated. Furthermore, the speech intelligibility under noisy listening

conditions increases, since reproduction of fricatives (V, ' f etc) improves once the bandwidth is

extended.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, a method of transceiving an audio signal is disclosed. The method

includes providing low band spectral information having a plurality of spectrum coefficients and

predicting a high band extended spectral fine structure from the low band spectral information for at

least one subband, where the high band extended spectral fine structure are made of a plurality of

spectrum coefficients. The predicting includes preparing the spectrum coefficients of the low band

spectral information, defining prediction parameters for the high band extended spectral fine

structure and index ranges of the prediction parameters, and determining possible best indices of the

prediction parameters, where determining includes minimizing a prediction error between a

reference subband in high band and a predicted subband that is selected and composed from an

available low band. The possible best indices of the prediction parameters are transmitted.

In another embodiment, a method of receiving an encoded audio signal is disclosed. The

method includes receiving the encoded audio signal, where the encoded audio signal has an

available low band comprising a plurality of spectrum coeffϊciants, and predicting an extended

spectral fine structure of a high band from the available low band. The spectral fine structure of the

high band has at least one subband having a plurality of spectrum coefficiants. Predicting includes

preparing the plurality of spectrum coefficiants of the available low band, defining prediction

parameters and variation ranges of the prediction parameters based on the available low band, and

estimating possible best prediction parameters based on a regularity of a harmonic structure

of the available low band. The extended spectral fine structure of the high band based on the

estimated possible best prediction parameters of the at least one subband is produced.

In a further embodiment, a system for transmitting an audio signal is disclosed. The system

has a transmitter that includes an audio coder, which is configured to convert the audio signal to low

band spectral information having a plurality of spectrum coefficients, and predict a high band

extended spectral fine structure from the low band spectral information for at least one subband,

where the high band extended spectral fine structure has a plurality of spectrum coefficients. The

audio coder is further configured to prepare the spectrum coefficients of the low band spectral

information, define prediction parameters for the high band extended spectral fine structure and

index ranges of the prediction parameters, determine possible best indices of the prediction

parameters, and produce an encoded audio signal have the possible best indices of the prediction

parameters. A prediction error is minimized between a reference subband in high band and a



predicted subband that is selected and composed from an available low band. The transmitter is

further configured to transmit the encoded audio signal.

In another embodiment, a method can be used for intra frame frequency prediction with

limited bit budget to predict extended spectral fine structure in a high band from an available low

band. The available low band has a number of spectrum coefficients. The extended spectral fine

structure in high band has at least one subband and possibly a plurality of subbands. Each subband

has a plurality of spectrum coefficients. Each subband prediction includes preparing the spectrum

coefficients of the available low band which is available in both encoder and decoder. The

prediction parameters and the index ranges of the prediction parameters are defined. Possibly best

indices of the prediction parameters are determined by minimizing the prediction error in encoder

between the reference subband in high band and the predicted subband which is selected and

composed from the available low band. The indices of the prediction parameters are transmitted

from encoder to decoder. The extended spectral fine structure in high band is produced at decoder

by making use of the transmitted indices of the prediction parameters of the each subband.

In one example, the prediction parameters are the prediction lag and sign.

In another example, the available low band can be modified before doing the intra frame

frequency prediction as long as the same modification is performed in both encoder and decoder.

In another example, the minimization of the prediction error for each subband is equivalent

to the minimization of the following error definition:

Err _ F (kp
' , sign) = [sign SLB {k + kp

' ) - S ref (k)X
k

by selecting best kp
' and sign, wherein kp

' and sign are the prediction parameters, kp
' is also called

the prediction lag, sign equals 1 or -1, Sref (-) is the reference coefficients of the reference subband,

S r Λ-) is also called the ideal spectrum coefficients, and SLB (-) represents the available low band.

In another example, the minimization of the prediction error for each subband is also

equivalent to the maximization of the following expression:

Max- for possible k '



by selecting best k and sign, wherein sign is determined by

// ∑ S
LB

(k +kp
' ) -Sref (k) >= 0 , sign = \ ;

k

else sign = - 1

In another example, the extended spectral fine structure of the each subband in high band at

decoder is produced by using the transmitted prediction parameters :

Sp (k) = SHB (k) = SBWE (k) = Sh (k) = sign -SLB (k + kp
' )

wherein kp and sign are the prediction parameters, k is also called the prediction lag, sign equals 1

or -1, SLB (-) represents the available low band , and Sp ( ) = SHB ( ) = SBWE ( ) = Sh ( ) means the

predicted portion of the extended subband. The energy level of which is not important at this stage

as the final energy of the each predicted subband in high band will be scaled to correct level by

using transmitted the spectral envelope information.

In another example, the intra frame frequency prediction can be performed in Log domain,

Linear domain, or weighted domain.

In another embodiment, a method provides intra frame frequency prediction with no bit

budget to predict the extended spectral fine structure in high band from the available low band. The

available low band has a plurality of spectrum coefficients. The extended spectral fine structure in

high band has at least one subband and possibly a plurality of subbands. Each subband has a

plurality of spectrum coefficients. Each subband prediction includes preparing the spectrum

coefficients of the available low band which is available in decoder. The prediction parameters and

the variation ranges of the prediction parameters are defined and the possibly best prediction

parameters are defined by benefitting from the regularity of harmonic structure of the available low

band. The extended spectral fine structure in high band are produced at the decoder by making use

of the estimated prediction parameters of the each subband.

In one example, the prediction parameter is the copying distance estimated by finding the

locations of harmonic peaks and measuring the distance of two harmonic peaks.

In another example, the prediction parameter is the copying distance, also called prediction

lag, which is estimated by maximizing the correlation between two harmonic segments in the

available low band.



The foregoing has outlined, rather broadly, features of the present invention. Additional

features of the invention will be described, hereinafter, which form the subject of the claims of the

invention. It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the conception and specific

embodiment disclosed may be readily utilized as a basis for modifying or designing other structures

or processes for carrying out the same purposes of the present invention. It should also be realized

by those skilled in the art that such equivalent constructions do not depart from the spirit and scope

of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention, and the advantages thereof,

reference is now made to the following descriptions taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a high-level block diagram of a prior art ITU-T G.729. 1 encoder;

FIG. 2 illustrates a high-level block diagram of a prior art TDBWE encoder for the ITU-T

G.729.1;

FIG. 3 illustrates a high-level block diagram of a prior art ITU-T G.729. 1 decoder.

FIG. 4 illustrates a high-level block diagram of a prior art TDBWE decoder for G.729.1.

FIG. 5 illustrates a pulse shape lookup table for TDBWE.

FIG. 6 (a) illustrates an example of SBR creating high frequencies by transposition, and

FIG. 6(b) gives an example of SBR adjusting envelope of the highband;

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment decoder that performs intra frame frequency prediction at

limited bit rate;

FIG. 8 illustrates an example spectrum of intra frame frequency prediction with limited bit

budget;

FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment decoder that performs intra frame frequency prediction

with zero bit rate at decoder side;

FIG. 10 illustrates an example spectrum of frequency prediction with zero bit rate; and

FIG. 11 illustrates a communication system according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

Corresponding numerals and symbols in different figures generally refer to corresponding

parts unless otherwise indicated. The figures are drawn to clearly illustrate the relevant aspects of

embodiments of the present invention and are not necessarily drawn to scale. To more clearly

illustrate certain embodiments, a letter indicating variations of the same structure, material, or

process step may follow a figure number.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

The making and using of embodiments are discussed in detail below. It should be

appreciated, however, that the present invention provides many applicable inventive concepts that

may be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments discussed are

merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention, and do not limit the scope of the

invention.

The present invention will be described with respect to embodiments in a specific context,

namely a system and method for performing low bit rate speech and audio coding for

telecommunication systems. Embodiments of this invention may also be applied to systems and

methods that utilize speech and audio transform coding.

Embodiments of the present invention include systems and methods of intra frame frequency

prediction both with and without having bit budget. The intra frame frequency prediction with a bit

budget can work well for spectrum structures that are not enough harmonic. Intra frame frequency

prediction without a bit budget can work well for spectrums having a regular harmonic structure.

Although the disclosed embodiments define the specific range of the extended subbands, in

alternative embodiments, the general principle is kept the same when the defined frequency range is

changed. In general, embodiments of the present invention uses intra frame adaptive frequency

prediction technology that uses a bit rate between VQ and BWE technology, however, the resulting

bit rate may vary in alternative embodiments.

Similar or same concepts as BWE are High Band Extension (HBE) , SubBand Replica,

Spectral Band Replication (SBR) or High Frequency Reconstruction (HFR). Although the name

could be different, they all have a similar meaning of encoding/decoding some frequency sub-

bands (usually high bands) with little budget of bit rate or significantly lower bit rate than normal

encoding/decoding approach. BWE often encodes and decodes some perceptually critical

information within bit budget while generating some information with very limited bit budget or

without spending any number of bits; BWE usually comprises frequency envelope coding,

temporal envelope coding (optional in time domain), and spectral fine structure generation. Precise

description of spectral fine structure needs a lot of bits, which may become unrealistic for BWE

algorithms. Embodiments of the present invention, however, artificially generate spectral fine

structure or only spend little bit budget to code spectral fine structure. The corresponding signal in



time domain of spectral fine structure can be in excitation time domain or perceptually weighted

time domain.

For a BWE algorithm, the generation of spectral fine structure have the following

possibilities : some available subbands are copied to extended subbands, or extended subbands are

constructed by using some available parameters in time domain or frequency domain. Embodiments

of the present invention utilize solutions in which adaptive frequency prediction approach is used to

construct spectral fine structure at very low bit rate or generate harmonic spectral fine structure

without spending bit budget. The predicted spectrum can be further possibly mixed with random

noise to finally compose spectral fine structure or excitation. In particular, embodiments of the

present invention can be advantageously used when ITU G.729.1/G.718 codecs are in the core

layers for a scalable super-wideband codec. Frequency domain can be defined as FFT transformed

domain; it can also be in MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transform) domain. The following

exemplary embodiments will operate in MDCT domain.

In an embodiment, spectral fine structure construction or generation (excitation construction

or generation) is used, where the high band is also produced in terms of available low band

information but in a way called intra frame frequency prediction. The intra frame frequency

prediction spends a limited bit budget to search for best prediction lag at encoder or cost no bit to

search for best prediction lag at decoder only.

The TDBWE in G729.1 aims to construct the fine spectral structure of the extended

subbands of [4k, 7kHz] by using parameters from CELP in [0, 4kHz]. The given example of SBR

copies the first half spectrum (low band) to the second half spectrum (high band) and then modifies

it. Some embodiments of the present invention approach the problem in a more general manner and

are not limited to specific extended subbands. However, in some exemplary embodiments, extended

subbands are defined from 7kHz to 14kHz, assuming that low bands from 0 to 7k Hz are already

encoded and transmitted to the decoder. In these exemplary embodiments, the sampling rate of the

original input signal is 32kHz. The signal at the sampling rate of 32kHz covering a [0, 16kHz]

bandwidth is called a super-wideband (SWB) signal, the down-sampled signal covering [0, 8kHz]

bandwidth is called a wideband (WB) signal, and the further down-sampled signal covering [0,

4kHz] bandwidth is called a narrowband (NB) signal. These exemplary embodiments construct the

extended subbands covering [7kHz, 14kHz] by using available spectrum of [0, 7kHz]. Similar

methods can also be employed to extend NB spectrum of [0, 4kHz] to the WB area of [4k, 8kHz] if



NB is available while [4k, 8kHz] is not available at decoder side. Of course, in alternative

embodiments of the present invention, other sampling rates and bandwidths can be used depending

on the application and its requirements.

Since embodiments of the present invention can be used for a general signal with different

frequency bandwidths, including speech and music, the notation here will be slightly different from

the G.729.1. The generated fine spectral structure is noted as a combination of harmonic-like

component and noise-like component:

S BWE (k) = g k -S h(k) + g n - Sn (U) (7)

In the equation (7), Sh(k) contains harmonics, Sn(k) is random noise; g n and g n are the gains

to control the ratio between the harmonic-like component and noise-like component; these two gains

could be subband dependent. When gn is zero, SswE (k) = Sn(k). Embodiments of the present

invention predict extended subbands Sn(k) by spending small number of bits or even zero bits, which

contributes to the successful construction of the extended fine spectral structure, because the

random noise portion is easy to be generated. It should be noted that the absolute energy of S%(k) or

S BWE O ) in each subband is not important here because the final spectral envelope will be shaped

later by the spectral envelope coding block. Each subband size should be small enough so that the

spectral envelope in each subband is almost flat or smoothed enough; the spectrum in the equation

(7) can be in Log domain or Linear domain.

Two kinds of frequency prediction are presented here: (1) with limited bit budget to find the

best prediction parameters (prediction lag and sign) in encoder and then sent to decoder; (2) with

zero bit budget to find the extended subbands at decoder by profiting regular harmonic structure.

In an embodiment, subband [7k, 8kHz] is predicted from [0, 7kHz] if [7k, 8kHz] is not

available and [0, 7kHz] is available at decoder side. The prediction of other subbands above 8kHz

can be done in a similar way. [7k, 8kHz] can be just one subband or divided into two subbands or

even more subbands, depending on bit budget; each subband of [7k, 8kHz] can be predicted from

[0, 7kHz] in a similar way. Suppose S rej(k) is the reference of the unquantized MDCT coefficients in

one subband, two parameters can be determined by minimizing the following error,

Err_F kp ) = [sign -S
wb

(k +280 - kp ) - S ref (k)X (8)
k



In (8), S b () is noted as WB quantized MDCT coefficients without counting the spectral

envelope, and (280) represents the coefficient at frequency of 7kHz; The two parameters of kp

and sign are determined; kp can also be converted as kp =280 - k (it is the same to send

kp or kp to decoder). kp
' or kp is the prediction lag (prediction index). The range of kp

' or kp

depends on the number of bits and has to make sure that the best lag searching is not out of the

available range of [0,280] MDCT coeffi cients spending some embodiments, 7 bits or 8 bits are used

to code k or k . k or k can be found by testing all possible k or k index and by maximizing

the following equation ,

Max- for possible k (9)

During the searching of the best kp
' or kp , zero value area of Swb () is preferably skipped

and not counted in the final index sent to decoder. Zero value area of Swb () can be also filled with

non-zero values before doing the searching, but the filling of non-zero values must be performed in

the same way for both encoder and decoder. After kp
' or kp is determined, sign is determined in the

following way:

f = ∑ Swb (k +280 - kp ) -Sref(k) ,

sign = 1

else

sign = - 1

sign is sent to decoder with 1 bit. At decoder side, the predicted coefficients can be expressed as,

S (k) = sign -S
b
(k +280 - kp) (H)

Sp (k) is assigned to Sh(k) if the equation (7) is used to form the final extended subbands. The

basic principle of intra frame frequency prediction at encoder side as described above.



FIG.7 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment system of frequency prediction at the

decoder side. In FIG.7, 701 provides all possible candidates from low band. Predicted subband 702

is formed by selecting one candidate based on the transmitted prediction lag kp
' or kp and by

applying the transmitted sign. After the final spectral fine structure 703 is determined, the spectral

envelope is shaped by using transmitted gain or energy information. The shaped high band 704 is

then combined with decoded low band 708 in time domain or in frequency domain. If it is in

frequency domain, the other 3 blocks in dash-dot are not needed; if the combination is done in time

domain, both high band and low band are inverse-transformed into time domain, up-sampled and

filtered in QMF filters.

FIG. 8 illustrates an embodiment spectrum with frequency prediction of [7k, 8kHz] or above

and without counting the spectral envelope. The illustrated spectrum is simplified for the sake of

illustration and does not show the negative spectrum coefficients and amplitude irregularities of a

real spectrum. Section 801 is a decoded low band fine spectrum structure and section 802 is a

predicted high band fine spectrum structure.

In an embodiment method of intra frame frequency prediction with a limited bit budget to

predict extended spectral fine structure in high band from available low band, the available low

band preferably has a plurality of spectrum coefficients, which can be modified as long as the same

modification is performed in both encoder and decoder. In some embodiments, the energy level of

the available low band is not important at this stage because the final energy or magnitude of each

subband in high band predicted from the available low band will be scaled later to correct level by

using transmitted spectral envelope information.

In some embodiments, the extended spectral fine structure in high band has at least one

subband and possibly a plurality of subbands. Each subband should have a plurality of spectrum

coefficients. Each subband prediction has the steps of : preparing spectrum coefficients of low

band which is available in both encoder and decoder; defining prediction parameters and index

ranges of the prediction parameters; determining possibly best indices of the prediction parameters

by minimizing the prediction error in encoder between the reference subband in high band and the

predicted subband which is selected and composed from the available low band; transmitting the

indices of the prediction parameters from encoder to decoder; and producing the extended spectral

fine structure in high band at decoder by making use of the transmitted indices of the prediction

parameters of each subband. Normally, the prediction parameters are the prediction lag and sign.



The intra frame frequency prediction can be performed in Log domain, Linear domain, or any

weighted domain. The above described embodiment predicts the extended frequency subbands with

limited bit budget, and works well for spectrums that are not adequately harmonic.

In another embodiment, frequency prediction is performed without spending any additional

bits, which can be used where regular harmonics are present. Suppose S
wb

(k) is wideband

spectrum of [0, 8kHz] which is already available at decoder side, the high band of [8k, 14kHz] can

be predicted by analyzing the low band of [0, 8kHz]. The zero bit frequency prediction also does

not count the spectral envelope which will be applied later by using transmitted gains or energies. It

is further supposed that the minimum distance between two adjacent harmonic peaks is F0mm and

the maximum distance between two adjacent harmonic peaks is F0max.

An embodiment zero bit frequency prediction procedure has of the following steps:

• Search for the maximum peak energy in the region [(Sk - F n )Hz , SkHz] of S
wh

(k) ;

note the peak position as kpi .

• Search for the maximum peak energy in the region [(kpl +F O )Hz , SkHz] of S
wb

(k) ;

note the peak position as kP2.

• Search for the maximum peak energy in the region [(kpl - F 0m )Hz , (kpϊ - 0m )Hz J of

S
wb

(k) ; note the peak position as kP3.

• If the energy at kP2 is bigger than the energy at kP3 , the copying distance Kd used to

predict the extended high band is defined as

• If the energy at kP3 is bigger than the energy at kP2 , the copying distance Kd used to predict

the extended high band is defined as

Kd = kpl - k (13)

• With the estimated copying distance Kd , repeatedly copy [(8k-Kd)Hz, 8kHz] to

[8kHz , (8k +KJHz] , [(8k +Kd)Hz , (8k +IKJHz] , , until [8k, 14kΗz] is

covered.

• The copied [8k, 14kHz] is assigned to Sh(k) in the equation (7) to form SBw (k).

FIG.9 illustrates a block diagram of the above described embodiment system. In FIG. 9,

901 provides all possible candidates from low band. Predicted subband 902 is formed by selecting



one candidate based on the estimated copying distance. After the final spectral fine structure 903 is

determined, the spectral envelope is shaped by using transmitted gain or energy information.

Shaped high band 904 is then combined with decoded low band 908 in time domain or in frequency

domain. If the combination is done in the frequency domain, the other 3 blocks in the dash-dot

blocks are not needed. If the combination is performed in time domain, both high band and low

band are inverse-transformed into time domain, up-sampled and filtered in QMF filters.

FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment spectrum from performing a zero bit frequency prediction

without counting spectral envelope. The illustrated spectrum is simplified for the sake of illustration

and does not show the negative spectrum coefficients and amplitude irregularities of a real spectrum.

Section 1001 is a decoded low band fine spectrum structure and 1002 is a predicted high band fine

spectrum structure based on the estimated copying distance.

In an embodiment method of intra frame frequency prediction with no bit budget to predict

extended spectral fine structure in high band from available low band, the available low band

preferably has a plurality of spectrum coefficients. The extended spectral fine structure in high band

preferably has at least one subband and possibly a plurality of subbands and each subband

preferably has a plurality of spectrum coefficients. Each subband prediction has the steps of :

preparing spectrum coefficients of available low band which is available in the decoder; defining

prediction parameters and variation ranges of the prediction parameters; estimating possibly best

prediction parameters by bene fitting from regularity of harmonic structure of the available low band;

producing the extended spectral fine structure in high band at decoder by making use of the

estimated prediction parameters for each subband; one prediction parameter is the copying distance

estimated by finding the locations of harmonic peaks and measuring the distance of two harmonic

peaks The copying distance also called prediction lag can be also estimated by maximizing the

correlation between two harmonic segments in the available low band.

FIG. 11 illustrates communication system 10 according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Communication system 10 has audio access devices 6 and 8 coupled to network 36 via

communication links 38 and 40. In one embodiment, audio access device 6 and 8 are voice over

internet protocol (VOIP) devices and network 36 is a wide area network (WAN), public switched

telephone network (PTSN) and/or the internet. Communication links 38 and 40 are wireline and/or

wireless broadband connections. In an alternative embodiment, audio access devices 6 and 8 are



cellular or mobile telephones, links 38 and 40 are wireless mobile telephone channels and network

36 represents a mobile telephone network.

Audio access device 6 uses microphone 12 to convert sound, such as music or a person's

voice into analog audio input signal 28. Microphone interface 16 converts analog audio input signal

28 into digital audio signal 32 for input into encoder 22 of CODEC 20. Encoder 22 produces

encoded audio signal TX for transmission to network 26 via network interface 26 according to

embodiments of the present invention. Decoder 24 within CODEC 20 receives encoded audio

signal RX from network 36 via network interface 26, and converts encoded audio signal RX into

digital audio signal 34. Speaker interface 18 converts digital audio signal 34 into audio signal 30

suitable for driving loudspeaker 14.

In embodiments of the present invention, where audio access device 6 is a VOIP device,

some or all of the components within audio access device 6 are implemented within a handset. In

some embodiments, however, Microphone 12 and loudspeaker 14 are separate units, and

microphone interface 16, speaker interface 18, CODEC 20 and network interface 26 are

implemented within a personal computer. CODEC 20 can be implemented in either software

running on a computer or a dedicated processor, or by dedicated hardware, for example, on an

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Microphone interface 16 is implemented by an

analog-to-digital (AJO) converter, as well as other interface circuitry located within the handset

and/or within the computer. Likewise, speaker interface 18 is implemented by a digital-to-analog

converter and other interface circuitry located within the handset and/or within the computer. In

further embodiments, audio access device 6 can be implemented and partitioned in other ways

known in the art.

In embodiments of the present invention where audio access device 6 is a cellular or mobile

telephone, the elements within audio access device 6 are implemented within a cellular handset.

CODEC 20 is implemented by software running on a processor within the handset or by dedicated

hardware. In further embodiments of the present invention, audio access device may be

implemented in other devices such as peer-to-peer wireline and wireless digital communication

systems, such as intercoms, and radio handsets. In applications such as consumer audio devices,

audio access device may contain a CODEC with only encoder 22 or decoder 24, for example, in a

digital microphone system or music playback device. In other embodiments of the present



invention, CODEC 20 can be used without microphone 12 and speaker 14, for example, in cellular

base stations that access the PTSN.

Embodiments of intra frame frequency prediction to produce the extended fine spectrum

structure are described above. However, one skilled in the art will recognize that the present

invention may be practiced in conjunction with various encoding/decoding algorithms different from

those specifically discussed in the present application. Moreover, some of the specific details,

which are within the knowledge of a person of ordinary skill in the art, are not discussed to avoid

obscuring the present invention.

The drawings in the present application and their accompanying detailed description are

directed to merely example embodiments of the invention. To maintain brevity, other embodiments

of the invention which use the principles of the present invention are not specifically described in

the present application and are not specifically illustrated by the present drawings.

It will also be readily understood by those skilled in the art that materials and methods may

be varied while remaining within the scope of the present invention. It is also appreciated that the

present invention provides many applicable inventive concepts other than the specific contexts used

to illustrate embodiments. For example, in alternative embodiments of the present invention,

Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to include within their scope such processes,

machines, manufacture, compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of transceiving an audio signal, the method comprising:

providing low band spectral information comprising a plurality of spectrum coefficients;

predicting a high band extended spectral fine structure from the low band spectral

information for at least one subband, the high band extended spectral fine structure comprising a

plurality of spectrum coefficients, wherein predicting comprises

preparing the spectrum coefficients of the low band spectral information,

defining prediction parameters for the high band extended spectral fine structure and

index ranges of the prediction parameters; and

determining possible best indices of the prediction parameters, determining

comprising minimizing a prediction error between a reference subband in high band and a predicted

subband that is selected and composed from an available low band; and

transmitting the possible best indices of the prediction parameters.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the prediction parameters comprise prediction lag and sign.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein predicting comprises intra frame frequency predicting.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the available low band is modified before predicting if a

modification is performed in both an encoder and a decoder.

5. The method of claim 1 , wherein minimizing the prediction error comprises minimizing the

expression:

Err_F (kp , sign) = 2

by selecting best kp
' and sign, wherein kp

' and sign comprise prediction parameters, kp
'

comprises a prediction lag, sign comprises a value of either 1 or -1, Sref (-) comprises reference

coefficients of a reference subband representing ideal spectrum coefficients, and S
LB

( ) represents

the available low band.



6. The method of claim 5 , wherein minimizing the prediction error further comprises

maximizing the expression:

for possible k '

by selecting best kp
' and sign, wherein sign is determined by the expression:

If ∑ S
LB

(k +kp
' )-S ref (k) >= 0 , SXgn =V

else sign - - 1

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving the possible best indices of the

prediction parameters.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein an extended spectral fine structure of the at least one

subband in high band is produced from the received possible best indices of the prediction

parameters according to the expression:

Sp (k) =Sm (k) = S
BWE

(k) =Sk (k) = sign -S
LB

(k +kp )

wherein kp
' and sign comprise prediction parameters, kp

' comprises a prediction lag, sign

comprises a value of either 1 or -1, S
LB

(-) represents the available low band , and

Sp ( ) = S
HB

( ) = S
BWE

( ) = Sh ( ) comprises a predicted portion of said extended subband.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising scaling a final energy of each predicted subband

in the high band based on received spectral envelope information.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein transmitting is performed with a limited bit budget.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein transmitting comprises transmitting the possible best indices

of the prediction parameters over a voice over internet protocol (VOIP) network.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein transmitting comprises transmitting the possible best indices

of the prediction parameters over a voice over a mobile telephone network.



13. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving an audio signal and converting the

audio signal to the low band spectral information.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein receiving an audio signal comprises receiving a speech

signal from a microphone.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein predicting is performed in a log, linear or weighted domain.

16. A method of receiving an encoded audio signal, the method comprising:

receiving the encoded audio signal, the encoded audio signal having an available low band

comprising a plurality of spectrum coefficients;

predicting an extended spectral fine structure of a high band from the available low band,

wherein the spectral fine structure of the high band comprises at least one subband having a plurality

of spectrum coefficients, wherein predicting comprises

preparing the plurality of spectrum coefficients of the available low band,

defining prediction parameters and variation ranges of the prediction parameters

based on the available low band,

estimating possible best prediction parameters based on a regularity of a harmonic

structure of the available low band,

producing the extended spectral fine structure of the high band based on the estimated

possible best prediction parameters of the at least one subband.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the prediction parameters comprise a copying distance

estimated by finding locations of harmonic peaks and measuring a distance between the harmonic

peaks.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the prediction parameters comprise a prediction lag

estimated by maximizing a correlation between two harmonic segments in the available low band.

19. The method of claim 16, further comprising converting the extended spectral fine structure

of the high band into an output audio signal.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein converting the extended spectral fine structure of the high

band into an output audio signal comprises driving a loudspeaker.

2 1. A system for transmitting an audio signal, the system comprising:

a transmitter comprising an audio coder, the audio coder configured to:



convert the audio signal to low band spectral information comprising a plurality of

spectrum coefficients,

predict a high band extended spectral fine structure from the low band spectral

information for at least one subband, the high band extended spectral fine structure comprising a

plurality of spectrum coefficients,

prepare the spectrum coefficients of the low band spectral information,

define prediction parameters for the high band extended spectral fine structure and

index ranges of the prediction parameters,

determine possible best indices of the prediction parameters, wherein a prediction

error is minimized between a reference subband in high band and a predicted subband that is

selected and composed from an available low band, and

produce an encoded audio signal comprising the possible best indices of the

prediction parameters;

wherein, the transmitter is configured to transmit the encoded audio signal.

22 . The system of claim 21, wherein the transmitter is configured to operate over a voice over

internet protocol (VOIP) system.

23 . The system of claim 21, wherein the transmitter is configured to operate over a cellular

telephone network.

24. The system of claim 21, further comprising a receiver configured to receive the encoded

audio signal, the receiver comprising a decoder configured to produce an extended fine structure of

the at least one subband based on received possible best indices of the prediction parameters.
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